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Music to unlock extraordinary potential: Case study of our impact 
12-year-old, M*, began to engage in our outreach 1-2-1 music sessions. In the 
initial meeting, with support from her carer, M expressed some interest in 
learning the piano or the keyboard and shared her interest in writing poetry. 
The sessions began with some musical introductions, learning the melodic parts 
of a song that she liked – which, over a few weeks, progressed into her learning 
the chords too. M was initially very quiet for the first few sessions and not very 
forthcoming or confident when encouraged to learn more music, think about 
some poetry, or expressing her ideas and opinions. M had a lot of potential but 
was reserved and lacking in confidence to create or communicate. 
 
Different methods were tried to help bring her out of her shell further and build 
her confidence. It was important to relate to M and explain how what we do is a 
bit different to school and that she was not being marked on her musical 
progress. This understanding enabled M to enjoy her music and use it as a tool 
to express, and feel good about herself, regardless of how she perceives her own 
skills. 
 

Amazing results  
M continued to show interest in playing music, but gradually began speaking 
more openly and confidently. Eventually, she was very happy to spend time in 
the session trying out some music, developing her musical ability and knowledge, 
and also chatting about whatever was on her mind.  
 
She came out of her shell, really brightening up and it was clear that she gained 
a lot of enjoyment from the sessions and her confidence and ability to express 
herself improved dramatically. Towards the end of sessions with M, she was very 
confident, vocal and had a bright and positive attitude toward participation in 
her music and in discussion. 
 
M’s confidence, overall well-being and ability to communicate improved a lot 
over the 20 sessions. M found her confidence, both socially and personally, which 
in turn helped to open up new opportunities for her, such as engaging in extra-
curricular activities after school. 
 

*not their real names to protect their identity 



 


